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ABSTRACT
A new test section and the associated meas*
urinff equipment were deeioned, built, and incorporated
in the K.I.T. low speed annular oaRcade wind tunnel..
Ttie equipment was used to test a thirty»six airfoil in-
let ffuide vane cascade previously designed and zaanufac-
tured under the auspices of the Gas Turbine Laboratory.
The results of the testa are presented for
the purpose of comparing; and modifyinp; the desifcn meth-
ods and empirical factors. The general conclusions are
that the desif?n deviation angles predicted from two di-
menplonal tepts are too large, euid that particular at-
tention mu0t be paid to entering total pressure
gradient 8 and the resulting secondary flow.
An analytical solution was made for the axial
velocity distribution behind an inlet guide vane cas-
cade as a function of leaving air angle and inlet velo-
city distribution. The solution was found to «ive good
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TEST OF AN ANM.^LAR CAfCADS
INTRODUCTION
In 19^9 an annular cascade wind tunnel was de-
signed and constructed in the M.I.T. Gas Turbine Labora-
tory by Lastor and Geehrlng as part of a Maoter's Thesis
(Ref. 1). The purpose of this tunnel was to provide data
on three dimensional cascade flow problems to supplement
the work poing on in this and other laboratories with
two dimensional cascades. The test section of this tun-
nel was designed to accommodate an inlet guide vane cas-
cade from an existing Westinghouse axial compressor; and
at the same time a second inlet guide vane cascade was
designed to be tested with this tunnel. This second
caf^cade was designed to give a radial distribution of
the product of radius and tangential velocity propor-
tional to the radius cubed. This design was taken to
give a severe test of three dimensional flow theories.
The construction of the tunnel and first pre-
liminary calibration rune were completed by May 19^9.
During the summer of 19^9 Lyder Kahrs (Ref. 2) added
straightening tubes to the flow and made some preliminary

testn of the first cascade. In May 1950 Mason Campbell
(Ref. 3) completed the tests of the first cascade with
the general conclusion that the deviation angles pre-
dicted for the cascade from two dimensional tests were
much too large. In addition, he supervised the manu-
facture of the Becond cascade oy the General -iileotrlc
Corporation and recorded the final geometry of the
master blade.
This thesis is concerned with the design and
machining of a new test section, the design and con-
struction of the flow measuring equipment, and a teet
of the second cascade to determine the accuracy of the
design factors used. In addition, a theoretical three
dimenpional flow analysis was undertaken as a method of
pr»edictlng the development of axial velocity distribu-
tion through a single cascade of inlet guide vanes.
This analysis is included as Appendix A,

EQfJIPMEMT AND PROOISDURS
The cascade consists of 36 blades with a hub
tip ratio of 0.5, tip diameter, i5.75''. TheRe blades
wore deoif^ned for three dimensional Incompres Bible non-
viscoue flow, aflflumlng uniform axial entering velocity
with constant total preBSure to have circulation Increa-
sing an the cube of the radius. Radial equilibrium was
satisfied far ahead and far artern of the blades where
radial velocitlee can be assumed zero; this equilibrium
determining axial and tangential velocities far astern
In terms of entering velocity. As explained in Hef. 1,
a pood approximation for the axial velocity at the blades
of a eingle cascade is the mean of the axial velocities
at the parae radiUB far ahead and far antern of the cas-
cade. With the further assumption that tangential velo-
oltiOR at a given radius remain constant on their re-
spective sides of the cascade, the velocity triangles
oo'Jld be drawn for each radius, and the desired exit air
ano-ies computed.
The blade profiles wer*e designed in accordance
with NACA WH-L5Crl8 ( Ref . 5), using an empirical construc-
tion based on the tangent to the mean camber line at the
trailing edge, fully described in Ref. 1. A 2** chord
at the tip radius and an Inverse taper ratio of 16/11

were arbitrarily chopen, with maximum eeotlon thickness
constant at 10;^.
Campbell (Ref, 3) oonstrucljed a mastor blade
according to the above design, and General aleotrlc Cor-
poration manufactured the blades In brasp. The blades
have been loaned to !!.I.T. Campbell mounted Uie blades
In a hub disc of aluminum plate, 7 7/8" diameter, 2"
thick, and machined the apsembled cascade ao that It
fits inside the outer castinj^s of the test section with
a clearance of 0,01*', sriving a tip clearance of 0,25a^
blade length. The manufacture and mounting of the
blades Is considered to be of excellent quality, Camp-
bell measured the outlet camber and chord angles of hie
master blade using the General Electric Corporation
pantoftraph.
The tunnel is sketched in Figure 1 as used in
the investigation, ntations through 5 being ae design-
ed, with modifications by Kahrs.
The flow is supplied by a Buffalo Forge Com-
pany a8a4w5GCW axial flow (ships ventilating) fan, rated
to deliver 8000 cfra at 3" water static pressure at 1750
rpm. The fan discharge, station 1, la diffused, passed
through the honeycomb installed by Kahrs at station 2,
passes through seven slxteen-mesh screens at station 3.
and enters a conical nozzle at station 4, The honeycomb

lo made of cardboard malllnfr tubes 6" long, 1" Inner dia-
meter, and 0.1" wall thickn^es. The exit of the nozzle,
station 5, also has a alxteen-mesh screen, and ptatlon 6
is the entrance to the test aeotion: the latter being a
new InBtallatlon.
The purposes of the screens and honeycomb were
to remove any tan^^ential velocities and to t?;lve a uniform
axial V'?loclty and total presf?ure distribution between
the boundary layers. The first was quite puooessfulj the
second, not very successful -- this to be discussed later.
The te^t section consists of two flanged cylin-
drical alurnlnura castings constructed and loaned to Gamp-
bell by the General Elleotrio Corporation, stations 6 to
7 and 7 to 8. The inner surface and flange facln(3:B are
machined, the Jiameter being 15 3/A". An inner annulus
of 7 7/8" outside diameter is mounted concentric with the
teat section. Thin annulus af^sembly is based upon two
cylindrical captinffs also loaned by General lUectrlc Cor-
poration, each butting against the blade hub cylindrical
disc. Sach casting is first butted against 3/8" plates
which are bolted to the casting. These end plates bolt
to the blade hub disc at one end and carry 1" steel
shafts at the opposite ends. Those shafts ride in reamed
holes in 3/'^" discs used as bearings, wr,lch are centered
and supported by four spokes to the outer casting. Tha

forward bearing; also carries a hardwood nose piece, two of
which were oonstructedj one hemi soberleal, and the other
a seml-elllpsoid of revolution. Each shaft was made 3**
too long, ae was the space between beariniis, this space
beinp; filled by 3** of spacers of various size aluminum
plate. (At present only 2" of these spacers can be used
since the front bearing was mounted 1** aft of design
point to allow for a longer ellipsoidal nose.) The fore
and aft location of the blade hub disc can thus be varied
3'* by moving spacers from forward shaft to after shaft.
A lever la clamped to the after shaft so that the inner
annulus assembly and blades can be rotated. This lever
Is held by a Jacksorew attached to the outer annulus, so
that a pointer on the lever can be set to any point on a
circumferential scale of 40^ bolted to the outer casting*
A 2" spacer disc eqtml in all dimensions to the blade hub
disc is provided to replace the blades so that clear flow
can be investigated.
Ttie upper outer surface of the outer casting
wap machined flat for a width of A" and from Just ahead
of flange to the rear end. The traversing mechanism of
Laoter and Geehring was rebuilt with modifications. Its
base sits on this flat surface. The mechanism has a
•Jaokscrew for radially positioning th^ probe head from
the inner annulus to about A'* above the outer casting.

The Jackpcrew moves a horizontal carriage piata up and
down two bearing ehafte, one of which vte changed to a
guide shaft to eliminate JerKy movement. A worn screw
on this plate turns a gear wheel clamped to the probe
shaft 80 that the probe head can be set at any angle.
Two 1/2'* diameter probe holes were drilled on
the center line of flat surface, 4.52" apart, so aa to
straddle the mean blade position. The base plate of
the traversing rig bolts to two tapped holes in the
flat surface equally spaced between tne probe holes so
that the rig may be faced forward or aft and the res-
pective probe holes ueed. The probe can thus be set at
any point in a cross section plane which can be from
the leading ed^^es of blades to 2. AT" ahead (from 0,4?'*
to 2.47" ahead as presently Installed), and from 0.27"
behind tip trailing edges to 5.27" behind them (from
0.27" to 2.27" behind as presently installed); and the
probe head may bo set at any angle to the cross section
plane while remaining perpendicular to a radial line.
As necessary, new probe holes and hold down taps may be
made to extend fore and aft investigating limits. Fi-
gure 2 shows the test section schematically.
With the traversing mechanism mounted for pro-
bln^r in the aft nosition, a calibrating wind tunnel can
be ;nounted on the flat surface. The base of tnis tunnel

8l8 machined rectangular, with a width of 3**. Two pega
were inserted in the outer casting and machined so as to
guide this base plate to be parallel with the tunnel axis.
This tunnel is simply a small cylindrical chamber connec-
ted to a compressed aln source, and having a polished
nozzle at one end. In theory, the flow from this nozzle
will be axial at Its center; to allow for small errors,
the cylinder and nozzle may be. rotated 360°.
The yaw probe described below is mounted in the
traversing rig, and set radially above the casing at the
center of the calibrating tunnel, Tlie air source Is
throttled to give a total pressure approximately that of
the cascade tunnel, and the probe zeroed. The angular
readings with the calibrating tunnel rotations 180°
apart are then averaged to give the zero angle of the
probe with the tunnel geometry. This must be done each
time the yaw nrobe 1b mounted in tne traverrlng. rig.
The calibrating tunnel is fully described In Reference 6.
Three blueprints were made showing design of
test section components, M.I.T. Gas Turbine L-aboratory
Numbers :;4230, VAy^b and N4244, These drawings supple-
ment those of Laster and Geehrinp — all being on file
at the Gap. Turbine Laboratory -- and these three are en-
clonures of original and first two copies of this thesis.
Static, pltot, pitot static, and yaw probes

were used. Upstream of the center flenges and about 60
from top surface, a 1/8" O.D. pitot static probe was In-
serted into the approximate center of the flow. This
probe was clamped to a fitting which screwed into the
probe hole in the side of the casing at this point. Af-
ter lining the 5/4" head of this probe into the flow by
maximum total pressure reading, the probe was secured in
position and used for calibrating day to day runs. This
probe has four 0.001" diameter static orifices.
The probes used for traversing required a 1/4"
O.D. for clamping in the rig, and a guide bushing in the
1/2" probe holes. The probes used by the previous inves-
tigators used a 1/4" O.D. tube to within about 1/2** of
the probe heads, but it was felt that 1/6" O.D. tubes
would be rigid enough and yet provide less interference
in the test vicinity.
Therefore, the probes described by the previous
investigators were not used. A static probe of .035" O.D.
stainless hypodermic tubing was purchased from the Airflo
Instruments Company. This tube, sketched in Figure 2,
was soldered into a 1/8" O.D. tube. A bushing for the
probe hole with a 1/6" center ream was put on the 1/6"
tube, and then a short section of 1/4" O.D. was soldered
to the upper end so that it would fit in the traversing
rig. Vinylite tubing fitting over the 1/6" tube at the
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extreme upper end carried the preesure tvo the manometer,
The probe was designed to have a i/2" nose in-
to the flow, Including the curvature of the tube. This
put the otatlc orlflcoa Junt forward cf the radial cen-
ter line of the probe hole. Ttie curvature upward and
forward and then reversed to the x*adlai, limited th«
nearness to the ^ulde bushing, i.e. the rcaxluum radlua,
at which ntatlc pressures could be read. With care, the
bushln*^ could be lifted as the largest radii were ap-
proached, but it is believed that the hole in the cast-
ing disturbed the flow at the probe such as to make the
readlnp:s cf doubtful value. Therefore, another guide
bushing was ^.onstructed, with a piece of 1/8" O.D. tube
fixed In, flush at the inner onct. This bushing then
served as a static tap when set in tne probe hole. The
continuity of the outer surface was found to be negli-
gibly disturbed by using a flat tip on this bushing, so
it is ocnpldered to p^lve a arood static pressure reading
at the outer cantlnp; inner surface,
A total prepcpure probe was constructed of
.04?'* 0,0, stainless tubing and mounted on l/S** and 1/4"
tubing in identical manner, A separate pro'oe was con-
sidered necessary so that a short nose could be raade;
thus, with careful bending, the opening would lie on the
radial center line of the probe hole.
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Two Dlacer^ of .0^5" tublnpr were soldered together to make
a yaw tube. The conclusions of Campbell regarding the
advantagep and accuracy of this pointed double tube de-
fllFn are oncurrel 'vith. A new probe was construotad In
order to ure the 1/8" CD. tube as before.
It waij thoucrht desirable to put SDme static
tapp In tne surface of the inner annulue, Since the an-
nulus rotates and movee longitudinally with tne blades,
thlB was somewhat of a problem. Finally ten taps were
mperted, five each at 1.0" and 2.0" aft of the blade
hub disc. The five were equally spaced, or 72® apart;
and ti-.ere being 10° between blades, the readings of the
five taps srlve static prep euro for every ^P across the
blade spacing, assuming each flow pas; sage identical.
All pressures were measured gage. Two Merrlam
Inclined manometers reading directly to 0.01" water are
Installed, and three kerosene inclined manometere were
conp.tructed. The latter read to 0.1 cm, with a conver-
pion factor of .052" water equal 1 cm on inclined mano-
meter, giving an apparent accuracy of 0.00b" water.
Changes in kerosene density were neglected, and fluctu-
ations of tunnel speed and entrance conditions were seen
to be appreciable, so with corrections for the latter
the accuracy limit was felt to be only 0,01" water. The
pressure differential on the two sides of tne yaw nrobe
could be reduced to 0.05 cm, giving a yaW sensitivity of
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about 0.5° but the small flow passeges of the probe so
delayed equilibrium that yaw accuracy v/as felt to be
limited to 0.2°. Reproducibility on the same day was
at worst at just about this figure.
Following manufacture and assembly of the new
test section and components, calibration runs were made
with the 2" spacer disc replacing the cascade. The tra-
versing; mechanism had been rebuilt to eliminate wobble
of the carrif:ge plate, but it was quickly observed that
enough lost motion remained to require setting radial
position always to a largex- radius. In this manner the
carriage plate position number could be set to 0.001".
Peterraination of the actual radius corresponding to the
carriage plate position number was found difficult. The
method chosen was to crank the probe down until It just
cleared the surface, and record this radial position
number as corresponding to the inner radius, S.ti^S'*,
plus one half the known diameter of the probe head. This
accuracy was at least .005", which is considered suffi-
cient.
It was found that the radial probe positioning
system was not practical for the largest radii. All the
probes were bent just above the head, as shown in Figure
2, and this bend impinged on the guide bushing before
the probe position reached a desired maxitnum. V'ith the
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annulue width of 3,938**, It was desired to have a range
of 0.050 to 3.880'*, but the maximum was found to be ab-
out 3.4". Tliis problem was not solved. Previous in-
veetlgators used a 1/4" CD, probe shaft, which allowed
1/8'* for the bending of pltot and yaw probe heads, keep-
ing th9 orifioen on the radial station line. Although
theoretically popsible, thlB Is not oonsidered practi-
cal. Keeping the bend to 1/4", and lifting the bushing
Just enough for the desired radial position, is a very
practical solution but puts a large disturbance very
near the probe.
It wac decided to use the probes witii 1/8**
shafts and orifices on the probe center line and thus
get best readings below 3,^" radius. The static probe
has the orifices ,16" ahead of the center line, but this
is not considered to introduce any appreciable inaccur-
acy. Both the probes of previous investigators and the
method of lifting the guide bushing were used to get
data at radii greater than 3,4". This latter data con-
requantly hae. low accuracy j this problem should be
conpidored before further investigations are begun.
The first purvey wap total pressure in the
test pection, blades removed, hemispherical nose on the
inner annulus. The results are plotted in Figure 3,
showing an irregular variation in total pressure. The
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eight soreeriB were Ruspeoted, but In an effort to ellml-
nate the lower rsidll peak, the heraiepherical nop© was
manufactured and Installed, The total pressure surveys
with this nose are phown also In Figure 3. The lower
peak is more pronounced and all irregularities coincide
exactly. It wafs decldod to use the ellipsoidal nose
having the more pronounced Irregularities with the hope
that these points could be followed through the cascade
to check radial flow.
The unfortunately large total pressure vari-
ation was found to persist exactly when the blades were
installed; and thus can be attributed to the screens,
honeycomb, and/or nozzle section. It was felt that in-
vestigation of the tunnel was beyond the scope of this
inv©sti{3:ation, particularly since present knowledge of
screens is poor, and a time-oonsuming trial and error
procers would be required to get a nearly uniform total
preftsure distribution. It is strongly rocommended in
llpht of our results that an investigation of this tun-
nel flow, with the aim of achieving uniform pressure
distribution, be made before further testing is con-
ducted with the cascade.
A yaw purvey was made after calibrating the
probe to the tunnel axle. A variation of 0.3° was found
across the test section, which is considered negligible.
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However, at the inner radius absolute anfsiles of -0,6°
for the probe station, and -1.5° for the forward prob«
station were recorded; the variations to the tip radius
beinp; 0.3°. Sinoe the leaving awirl of the fan is pos-
itive, it wao felt that the yaw an«le at hub radius
should be zero, and the .6 aiKi 1.5 degrees attributed
to machining errors. All the future yaw probe calibra-
tions to tunnel axle were corrected by this figure in the
data reduction. The yaw probe mechanism wao found to have
lost motion, so all settings were made to a larp;er anffle.
The static orobe was then installed. The raxifce
of maximum reading was only two decree o of yaw. There-
fore, the probe was centered into the flow by observini^
the fall of readin;:(8 on both sides; since the angle at
this point had been measured, the static probe was then
aligned numerically with the measured yaw angles. The
probe was set at previously measured angles for each
point recorded.
The blades were then installed. Surveys were
made at four stations, as shown in Figure 2, correspon-
ding to the limits of axial cascade position. These
stations were deplgnated ae follows:
Station Aj 2.47" ahead blade leading edges
" Bt 0.47** ««•»»
" G: 0.27" behind tip radius blade trailing edge
•'
Dt 2.27"* .1 « .1 H WW
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The oholo© of RtationB wap baped on a desire to
eurvey close to the blades, keeping In mind the clearance
for probes and practical oonBtruotl>on features. It was
alBo desired to survey far ahead and far a<'tern where ra-
dial equilibrium la eatabllshed, i.e. radial velocities
zero. This wap estimated ap beinf^ 1 to 1.5 chords behind
the blades. With the tapered blade? it wap neoepsary to
let the tip radiue govern, and uflino: an even 2" spacer,
put point D 1.13 chorda behind, point A 1.23 chords ahead.
At each p tation the yaw Durvey was made first,
followed by static and total pressure surveys using the
flow anptles measured. Complete radial traverses at each
of eleven tanfrentlal cascade positions were made, there
beinR ten dej^rees between the blades, A Rroup of eight
blades free from nicks or other defects was placed at the
top of the tunnel for the tes»t flow. Several checks were
made a« to the nlnilarlty of the flow between four pass'*
ap:e8, and good agreement was observed. It was not con-
sidered of sufficient value to make coaplete surveys In
more than one papsacre.
Because the static probe extended down to the
Inner radius, and the inner annulua static probes were
not at the chosen probe stations, the latter were not




Point by point readings of yavf, fitatlo pressure
and total proseure takon as previously described at the
four axial j^tatlons Indicated In Fif,ure 2; at thlrty-slx
radlai positions; and at eleven tangential positions.
"The total and static pre n sure at each point
was corrected to an arbitrary standard tunnel operating
condition by the method developed In the subsequent sec-
tion, FCRiniL-^S AKD C/VLCTJLATICT-^. This correction was
found to be extremely Important for many reasons. The
tunnel was being operated In or near the buclcet of the
fan characteristic curve shown In Reference 1; the ar-
bitrary standard volume flow was 5000 cubic feet per
minute. The inside of the tunnel was thoroughly cleaned
at the beginning, but during the four months of data-
talcing, the tunnel flow dropped steadily due to the
build up of soot on the ncreena. In addition, there was
a day to day change in mass flow due to air temperature
ohanpes In the test room. On top of this were minute to
minute changes due to line voltage fluctuations. These
lant two variations were ma.'^nified by the tunnel operat-
ing point previously mentioned. Due to this and reasons
to be mentioned it would seem advisable to reduce the
number of screens and tr.e wall thickness of the
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6tralp;htenlng tubes in an effort to reduce tne tunnel loss
and 90 operate at a higher volume flow; tnue on a more
stable part of the operating, curve.
The corrected readings of static and total
pressure In centimeters of kerosene were reduced to velo-
city and then with yaw, to axial and tangential components
of velocity. This reduction was made to slide rule accu-
racy which is of the same magnitude as the measurement
and presentation accuracy.
Two methods of presentation are required for
tne data. Contour maps of total pressure were used to
discune the effects of secondary flow on the performance
of the cascade. To discuss the other denign factors of
the cascade on the actuator disc type of analysis, tan-
gential variations in velocity and pressure were elimin-
ated by averaging the data for ten tangential positicne.
With the value?? of mean axial and tangential velocities
so obtained, mean air angles are obtained. The results
so reduced are presented in the form of graphs. The data
sheets are too cumbersome to be included as tables but
»
are left on file with the laboratory. Pressures are pre-
sented as inches of water gage as a generally accepted
measurln^o; standard. Velocities are in feet per second
and angles are in degrees.
In Flt^ur© 4 Is ^resentod the mean static
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prosstire distribution at the four stations. This olot
shows the Bystematlc change m static pressure passing
throup-h the blades and the development of the static pres-
sure gradient to achieve tne radial equilibriu!R of the
tangential velocities downstream of the blades. The gra-
dient at station A Indicates that this station is too
cloF.e to blade r. to be the foreward infinity of the the-
ory. Liir:ewiae at station D, if the static pressure gra-
dient is converted to tangential velocity through the
equation of radial equllibri'Jim (2q. 2) and plotted in
Figure 5, It is obvious from comparison with tne meas-
ured values of tangential velocity that this station is
not far enough downstream to have achieved radial equi-
librium, Tills appears to be particularly true near the
tip wr.ere the station is approximately 1.2 chord lengths
downs tre- a.
Ihe difference in tangential velocity between
stations C, and is about one foot a second, and is qua-
litatively explained by radial flow between the stations
which displaces the streamlines downward, increasing the
value of tangential velocity according to the concept of
constant angular momentum , I.e. the product of radius and
tanc^ontlal velocity constant along a streamline.
Tile reversals showing for both mean tangential
velocity curves near the walls are the results of
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secondary flow wnich wlii be dlBcussed in more detail
later. In addition, at station C data was talten near
enough to the wall to show the development of the tan-
P:«ntlai boundary layer. Also Included In Figure b 1b
tangential voloolty dletrlbutlon originally intended to
be produced by the blades {n«f. 1) but corrected for the
Inooraing vbloclty profile which was measured. The dis-
crepancy Is almost eve^ily divided between errors in de-
nign aneumptlcna and errorri in blade manufacture. These
factors will be discuspea in greater detail when outlet
air anfTles are ooraparea.
In Firure 6 is shown the development of the
axial velocity profile in paseing through the blades. It
should be noted in this and subsequent velocity and total
presB'.ire profiles that the boundary layers due to annulUB
wall friction only are the same at stations A and 3, and
again tne pame at C and D. The thinnlnc; of the boundary
layers between stations A and B, and a{raln between sta-
tions C and D, results, therefore, only from secondary
flow. The qualitative effect of tnis secondary flow on
the mean axial velocity is a partial interchange of high
and low velocities near the wall, Tbis increases the
cascade leas due to wall friction by increasing the velo-
city near tl e wall, and reducin;^ the pean: velocity.
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The developnient of tho axial velocity with
distance from the blades was checked agalnot the ex-
ponential equation developed in class for this change
in terms of distance from the actuator plane {iZq, A).
The actuator plane was assumed at the blade disc cen-
terllne. This approximate formula s?ave agreement
throuf?:h the center of the stream within 1% of the ob-
served axial VQlocities,
The axial velocities were i-^plotted in Figure
7 apainst the square of the radius ratio, and integrated
graphically to demonstrate continuity. The four values
of volume flow thus obtained were within 1;^ of each
other. Much of that error must be attributed to lack of
data in the outer boundary layer. This plot can be used
to determine the effect of radial flow by comparing in-
tegrated areas In steps across the radius. This was
done, and the radial displacement of streamlines between
stations A and D was determined for the thirteen points
shown on the total pressure curves of Figure 8. The ra-
dial displacement of strearallnoo between stations H and
8, and between C and D, is nogligibly small, as inspec-
tion of the area differences in Figure 7 shows. This
corresponds with the result of the Ivuden solution (r?ef.
A) that radial velocities vary exponentially with die-
tance from the actuator disc {Zq, 5).
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The indicated dlppiacoiaent of streainllnee In
FlfT^ire 3 l3 seen to correspond cloGoly to the dlsplaoo-
raent of profile Irrefrularltlea in the center part of the
^t^oam. Secondary flow again prevante realistic apprai-
sal of the radial flow near the boundaries. The total
pressure profile irregularities are not oonpidered to
have enough value in the radial flow Etuly tc justify
keeping them in future InvoBtigatione.
Total Dree sure lose along streamlines throu^Jh
the middle of the ptraanj in Fit-rure 8 ie recorded on the
curves. The raesm value of the total pressure loss is
,080; the mean loss coefficient is .0375; the meein drag
coefficient is ,020. This area of the stream can be as-
r-umed free from lonren due to wall friction and sooon-
dary flow, po this loss is attributable entirely to the
profile loss of the carcade and corresponds very closely
with fic-ures for profile loss in the literature, although
the loss for this blade profile was not specifically
recorded in Preference 5 from which it was taken.
The large loss area near the outor boundary
shows strikingly the effects of secondary flow and wall
friction losses. If this were wei>7-hted by the volume
riov/ throM,rh this part of the annulus the results would
be even raore striking, lio effort war made to quantita-
tively determine Uiis loss beoaut^e of the lack of
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oufficlont data on which to draw positive conclusions.
Flfrures 9 and 10 are contour maps of total
prep sure at stations G and D. The purpose of this type
of Dreeentatlon is to attempt to ohow qualitatively the
effects of secondary flow induced in the bladee by the
turning of the incoming total preosure gradient. Tills
secondary flow can be exolalned in a general way by say-
ins that the areas of high total pressure act as though
they wore heavy and move toward the outside of the turn.
Using this conceDt it is possible to draw arrows on the
maps to indicate the direction of the secondary flows;
and, thus to explain the deformation of the lines of con-
stant total Dreseure. The cumulative effect of these
secondary velocities on a mean tangential velocity Is
shown Qualitatively next to the contour mao. Figure 9*
With this picture of the effect of secondary flow on the
tangential velocities it is possible to explain the shape
of the oreviously discussed plot of tangential velocities
in Fipure 5, and from this the plot of air angles in Fig-
ure 11. The larger deviations near hub and tip result
from the peaks of total pressure at those radii.
The air angles at stations C and D are almost
equal near the inner radius where percent increase in tan*
pential velocity is about equal to the percent Increase
in axial velocity -- both due to radial flow. Towards
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the outer radluo where tangential velocity incroasea and
axial velocity decreanes between the ptationa, the diff-
erence between the air anp;les Increases to about one
dej/ree.
In fi,cure 11 ai^e aleo plotted three other
curves. The first shows the distribution of air outlet
angles as computed by Las-ter and Cteehring to give the de-
pired flow. To this wae applied an empirical deviation
angle to determine the desired outlet camber angle which
war to be machined into the blades, ,\ftGr tne blades
wore machined by the General ."Cleotrio Corporation, the
outlet camber an^Jos of the master blade were measured
by Ca:npboll, llie results of this measurement are also
plotted in the fipuro, With the deviation angles pre-
viously used by Laster and Geehring applied to the mea-
sured camber angles, the third curve of cascade air
outlet anj^les is obtained,
GomparinR thene last two curves with the mea-
o'jirea ones, and keeping in mind the effects through se-
condary flow of the peculiar total prepsure profile,
one ip lea to the conclusion that the deviation angles
uned were too largo, perhaps two or three times too
larRe, It should be borne in mind that this is at best
a limited conclusion, ^ comprehensive survey of actual
Pieometr-y of the blades in cascade is desirable, made,
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porhapa, with the General Cleotric pantograph machine;
sQCondly, invepticiatlonn of the scroans, ctraightening
tubes, and other tunnel p-eometry aro nesdod in order to
aohlove a more unifonn entering total pressure
dlBtri'Dutlon.
In ^igfur© 12 the master blade outlet cam'oer
angles are roplotted and with It are repeated the air
anp.les Trom station D, but corrected for the radial flow
between an actuator disc assumed at the blade disc cen-
terline. On this plot the difference between the curves




The test peotlon has be^n deslRned to be ex-
tromely adaptable for future testing,. Opportunity exists
with small modification to extend widely the range of
tepts. Of particular Interest would be a series of tests
in which the entering total pressure profile is system-
atically varied, perhaps to incorporate the characteris-
tics of known compressor inlet ducting. The first step
in dolnp; this should be a thorough surrey of the pre-
viously mentioned problem of the effects of the screen*
and other tunnel geometry on the profiles.
As previously noted, the measurinK equipment
is extremely accurate, f^teps should be taken, however,
to ascertain the bept way to complete the measurement
of the outer boundary layer. In addition, if extensive
tects are contemolated, thoufziht should be given to meth-
ods of decreasing the measurement time, oartioularly of
yaw and static pressure.
The general conclusions arrived at from the
test of the cascade are that the two dimensional devia-
tion angles used in the design of the cascade were alto-
gether too large. This is, in general, the same conclu-
sion arrived at by Campbell from his teats of the other
cascade. It remains now to fiivi the quantitative
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measuremont of theoe deviation angles from continued
teotn of these and other cascades with particular con-
sideration to the effects of inlet total Dreasuro pro-
files and secondary flows. An important conclusion la
that inlet guide vanes and first ata^ee of axial flow
compressors should be designed with particular atten-
tion to the inlet total pressure profile resulting from
the aircraft installations.
The test also verifies the accuracy of the
design assumptions of rJuden and others ae to the devel-
opment of axial velocities through the blade row.
An analytical method for predicting axial vel-
ocity distribution downstream of an inlet guide vane
cascade was developed in Appendix A. This method gave
values of leaving axial velocity computed from entering
axial velocity profile and cascade design leaving angles
that were in good agreement with measured values. Al-
though the solution by graphical integration is lengthy
and complex, the method appears to have much promise in
predicting boundary layer behavior, particularly if
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A, B, C, D . , rtatlonp (see Fig. 2)
. velocity (components n.^, Cy, C^)
K . . constants
1 . blade length
p . , static prosBuro
Pq, . total Dressure
q , , dynamic prep sure
Q . . volufflo flow rate
r , . radius
H . . radius ratio, r/r^
w . . masB flow rate
S . . loss coefficient
of . . air an^Tlen from the axlai direction





a , . air conditions , . act<;ator disc
av. . averare 1 . . upstream Infinity
c , . callbratin^^c probe 2 . . downBtream infinity
m . . meapure^ manometer, or mean
h . . root of blade
t , , tip of blade




It war necernary to compenpate all data for
variations in maro flow throuj^h the tunnel. Since In-
oorapreBGible flow Is assumed, it is only necesnary that
preFBure moarurementp correspond to tho pame mass flow
In the tunnel. For small changes In mapp flow, fixed
tunnel j^eometry, and steady flow, it may be assumed that
at a p;lven point in the tunnel the flow angle is constant
and the velocity varies directly with the average axial
velocity. Then the dynamic pressure as moasured at the
calibration probe
and the iiaos flow
Dosic^nating the astericked state ac the arbitr?*ry
standard, ^
^ /^ J * ^
- V# Jf P/Tr
GO, on the standard day the standard mass flow is achie-
ved when the calibration dynamic press jire ie tho rtandard
value.
.
At any probe point, (x, r),
^
= ^^ Cx^^ K,^^ -- ^^ ^p
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by the nrevlouG aseumptlor.. Then
^lonf; a ptreamllno from probe point to the end of the
tunnel, (z, r), the loss coefficient.
/ =





Tl-iue the manometer readings of static, total and dynamic
prersure vary directly with the calibration aynamic prep-
pure; po to correct to the etandard Jiass flow and ambient
denpity, they mu8t be multiplied by the ratio of ptandard
to measured calibration dynamic oroksauro,
/J -P^ = ^F^'/'Jr, -7-
(1)




The obnerved data in centimeters of kerorene
war. m^jltlolled by the above ratio and by the manometer
factor, ,052 Inches of water per centlaoter of kerosene.
The ntandard calibration dynamic prees'jre is based on
operatlnp; conditions after nrellminary surveys. The air
dennity v/ac taken ac sea level standai"d, .CX)2378 plugs
per cubic foot; one inch of water is 5.20 pounde per
nq'.iare foot,
v/lth rotational symmetry and no radial velo-
oitlep, 'ruler's equation of radial equilibrium ( in cyl-
indrical coordinates) reduces to
Cu f dp
r ' p dr -
With conctant Janrlty, the tangential velocity can be
calculated from the dope of the rtatic preasur© curve,
= /R ^
Lapter and Geehrlnff, (rfef. 1), found that for
their theoretical assumptions and a uniform incoaainp;
axial velocity "profile,
D ' ^ ^av (3)
An approximate correction to tnie for the nonunifcrm Ig
to use the existing distribution of axial velocity to
compute tanrontlal velocities to compare with the meapurod.
In Dr, Hawthorne '8 Gas Turbine course, follow-
Inp: the r.iethod of '^uden ( ^of . 4), the chanre in axial
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velocity cGtween an Infinite diBtance and a finite dis-
tance froTi tho actuator disc waB developed, tha first
approxi.-nntion b9inp;i x
AC.te V^iLl.^V (A)
where lor hub to tip ratio of one-half, k is oqual to
3.197. The axial velocities at the upstream and dovrn-
atream infinities can b© approximated by thone at "a"
and ''j" renpectively . The actuator disc wac arbitrarily
entimatsa ar tne center of the caecade hub dir^c; then for
station ''::'', X ic 1.25 inches, and for station "C", x is
1.255 inches. This theory neF;loct8 the effect of radial
diaplacernont, 1:0 at a given radius the axial velocities
at "•" .and ^'c" could be computed and compared with the
meapurod values. This same development Fhowed that a
firrt approximation for the rsuiial velocities is,
Cr - e ^ f (-R)^ (5)





In J^'lf.'jr^ 7 the axial velocity in plotted ao-alnet radius
ratio rquared so intep;ratlon under the curve <<:iv9e the
averap:9 axial velocity, with the volume flow.
Where A i" the tept roctlon aroa, 1.015 square faot. The
boundary ia./er profiles aro incomplsto so the Intetr.ration
incl'-idoc any errorr in approxiraatinf; the boundary layers.
In order to estimate the radial displacement of the stream-
linen, the integration was carried out from the inner
boundary outward equating, areas of equal volume i low to
deterniine the radial dinplacoment.
In incomprof^Fible flow, the Ions coefficient,
/-
r/":'z
i^y deflritlon, th*? velocity used is alway?? the larger.
The total pre ^ pure loss alon^ a mean ptn^amline can bo de-
terminod from "Irure 8, The incompraofrlble drap; coeffi-
cient, ^ ^ -^ ^
-^ ^ cos c<^Co-;
C06 o(
,
p./c varloG with X and io tabulated in reference 1.
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The actuator disc station leaving air angle.
A first approximation In the aotuator disc theory la that
the tanp^entlal velocity is constant after the aotuator
disc. A better approximation, when possible, la to cor-
rect the tangential velocity for the radial displacement
of the ctrearallnee. Alonff a streamline the product of
radius stnd tangential velocity is constant according to
tlie principle of constant angular momentum; and from
equation (5) It can bo estimated that one-half the dis-
placement between stations "a" and "D" occurs on each
side of the disc. Takln« the tangential velocity at Sta-
tion '*D'* from Flf^ure 11, and the radial dleplacement from
Figure 8, the tangential velocity at the actuator disc
can be computed. With
the actuator disc leaving air anp;les can be computed.

A'^^ENDIX A
In an effort to predict th© flow through a
three dimensionel cascade with a nonuniform entering
velocity profile, particularly the effect of boundary
layer, the following analysis was undertaken with the
aid and direction of Dr. Hawthorne.
The Euler equations of motion coupled with
continuity establish a nonviscous equilibrium. It is
believed that if a velocity distribution of any type,
such as that of a boundary layer, be introduced, the
dynamic effects of a cascade can be predicted to a
first approxiaation by using the actuator disc concept.
The viscous effects of boundary layer could then be
applied qualitatively with knowledge of the pressure
gradients involved.
The follov;ing assuoiptions are made:
(a) Steady isentropic flow with rotational symmetry,
(b) No gravity or viscosity,
(c) Constant density along a streaailine,
(d) The actuator disc concept as defined by Bragg and
Hawthorne, (Ref. 7).
In the actuator disc concept, in cylindrical
coordinates, the axial stations are: 1, where x is -»c;
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2, where x is «*^>c; 0, where x is 0; 01, where x is
infinitessinial but negative; and 02, where x is in-
finitessimal but positive. In the Ruden development
(Ref. 4), CXqi - CXo3 » (Cx, + CXg)/2, all at the
same radius, and oCu. / oX is zero.
Continuity along a streaaline v/lth these
assumptions is expressed by:
dx dr
(1)
A stream function U^ may be defined to satisfy equa-
tion (1) in this manner:
dr dx
(2.3)
and j^ » f(x,r) is a constant along a streamline.
Equation 16 in Bragg* s development (Ref. 7)
la, along a streamline:
dH
_i (4)
where Ti Is the tangential component of vortlclty and
cDx dr
equals by definition: (5)




For stator cascedes no work is added, and
even though the actuator disc is a discontinuity, there
Is no change in total pressure, so along a Btreamline
dp /d<^ is the same constant on each side. Along the
streamline axial stations Xqi ^^^ ^oa ®^* ®^ ^^* same
radius, then
^^<«'>'^o, a (6)
This development is limited to inlet guide vanes with
Cu, » » CUqi . The further approximation of actuator
disc theory, that 3-}- is zero, lets equation (6) become
dx dr dr dr HY
At stations 1 and 2, Cr is zero, and fixing
X at station OH:



































































































































































































































Thefie reeulta vere applied to the moasured mean
axial entering velocity, station A, and the desipn oascade
air angles.
These values are functions of H, known graphi-
cally, and are shown In Figure Al. A graphical eolution
of equations (10) and (11) wan mad©; the resulting values
of CXg are plotted in Figure A2. The measured axial ieav-
ing velocity, station D, is also shown for comparison.
CXg was also computed between the boundary layers with
equation (13) assuming dGx,/dR negligible, but using the
correct variation of Cx. with R.
A
An alternate nolutlon would be to solve the
differential equation (eq. 8) using the delta method, but
this requires a very good estimate of Cx^ at some
midstream radius.
Between the boundary layers the agreement la
found to be very good. The solution Is insensible to
small changes in angle, which explains the good agreement
even though the deviation between measured and design oas-
cade air angles was three to five degrees. When the
slope dCx./dR is small It las a very small but measurable
effect on the solution. When the slope is large, however,
and particularly if chanKln«, it becomes the more Impor-
tant factor. Here it is felt the graphical solution la
too inaccurate. There is a ^reat promise that excellent
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results may be obtained If analytical funotlone be found
or assumed for Cx^ and the air angles, puoh as Fourier
or Beesel functions, and a calculator machine solution
obtained, when the profile Includes Irregularities
ajid/or boundary layer.
The results of this analysis are that the meth-
od developed should be useful In predicting the axial ve-
locity distribution behind an Inlet guide vane cascade.
The air anale function can be taken as the outlet camber
anp:le variation, the axial velocity that measured such
as from the outlet of, the inlet ducting system.
Previous work by Dr. Hawthorne indicates that a
refinement of this analysis to include the boundary layer
parameters of displacement and momentum thickness would
be an excellent way to make a first approximation for
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Test of an annular
cascade.

